
Prologue 

 In unity they lived peacefully, harmoniously and 
gracefully; the three creatures of scientific wonders – the 
Humans, the High Dragons and the Monsters of the Low 
Haven. In the land of Mor Vardoum, the three creatures lived 
and merged in all aspect as a community. Though they lived 
harmoniously but they had little structural economic 
behavioural characteristics which made them on most occasions 
unruly.  

When the level of Barbarianism started increasing at a very high 
rate; the rich and famous always oppressing the poor, the strong 
always bullying the weak, the Kingdom elders came together 
and decided to name kings from the three heads of the creatures 
of the land. Darius was named King over the Humans; the High 
Dragons who were the proudest of the three beings gave a 
difficult protest but eventually, they chose Draca, the strongest 
amongst the Dragon warriors, who was at the time General of 
the Mor Vardoum Army. The Monsters who dwelled in the 
Low Haven were the most rebellious and they refused to name a 
King, they always kept a rough ground whenever the matter 
was raised. After many delayed and unfruitful meetings on 
bringing the Monsters under rule, the Humans and High 
Dragons launched an attack on Low Haven; they chased and 
seized all the properties of the Monsters and only accepting to 
hand over their land if they sign a truce and fall under the realm 
of the two high kings. The Monsters who were adamant on 
signing the truce, moved into the Dead Forest of Zamur were 
they resided but never forgetting in their hearts about their 
sweet home and vowed vengeance upon the Humans and 
Dragons one day, when the time was right and the moment was 
in check.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

(DARIUS) 

 King Darius, the appointed ruler over the Humans in 
the Kingdom Mor Vardoum was a king of many specialities; he 
was wise and just, he was a disciplined and well-cultured 
individual who always made a stance wherever he passed. He 
was the mentor of every Human in the Land and even the 
Dragons gave him a high regard. King Darius who ruled with 
zeal and discipline also ruled with compassion and tolerance. 
He faced squarely only matters of great concern and when the 
Humans decided to move from the main lands to the Low 
Haven, since the monsters never planned returning, they built a 
new tower under the authorities and approval of the kings, 
where King Darius moved to together with his family. 

Johanna, was the prettiest in all the land, with her snow white 
skin tone, her golden hair strands, her tender feature, the Queen 
was the mirror of admiration of all, most especially her beloved 
husband, King Darius. 

Heractus and Deimos were the king’s two sons; Heractus was 
the eldest and Deimos his younger brother; two fine men who 
were their parents’ jewel were both young adults and well 
cultured too. Cyrus, an adopted son of the King, was a fine man 
was a little older then Heractus had quite a rebellious attitude 
but never-the-less, he possessed in every sense the fine quality 
of being called a true prince to the Kingdom of Mor Vadoum. 

*  *  * 

 Meanwhile, the Monsters who were aware of the 
Humans’ migration into their homeland couldn’t stay in silence 
any longer waiting for the right moment to attack; the Monsters 
gathered themselves in an enormous number of about twenty 
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thousand and headed towards the Low Haven of MorVardoum. 
King Draca who had already prepared for this a long time ago 
took his finest soldiers; King Darius also gave his consent for a 
mixed combat against the Monsters. The Monsters who were 
fearless and ruthless in battle but were very barbaric were easy 
target for defeat. Draca’s soldiers flew with pride over the sky 
as they went into battle formation, while the Humans took to the 
ground. The battle began shortly after; the humans fought 
bravely but a high number of them were lost too, the dragons on 
the other hand fought ruthlessly with death in every blow swung 
towards their enemy. The battles came to a close when the 
dragons slayed the monsters in high numbers and the remaining 
wounded ones retreated when all their morale fell to zero. The 
dragons didn’t stop at letting them just go, they chased them 
back into the Dark forest and caused havoc to the village and 
the populace before retreating with cheers and shouts of victory 
for their possessive strength. 

 *  *  * 

 Darius was not too happy with the result of the battle 
because he was no man of war; he became very shaken from the 
outcome when the lifeless body of Cyrus was brought to him in 
his castle. He became a shadow of himself for months mourning 
his child, he grew older with each passing day, always 
depressed and withdrawn. He got over his shock and depression 
eventually but grew a little less tolerant in his actions and 
reasoning. 

*  *  * 

 The monsters were more than ever angry at their loss 
in battle, planned on an attack again. They knew if they didn’t 
find a way to conquer the dragons, no victory would ever come 
close to their grip. 
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 In the far east of the dead forest of Zamur, the witch of 
the three gods; the god of blood thirst, the god of revenge and 
the god of transformation resided. The monsters who were well 
acquainted with the forgotten tower headed for aid from the 
witch. The witch who had been expecting their visit greeted 
them cordially and asked for a sacrifice before they gained a 
listening ear to their problems; the monsters didn’t think twice 
before singling out the least intelligent amongst the group and 
surrendered him for the sacrifice. After the sacrifice was made, 
the witch gave them a three days notification to get their answer 
on returning back to her temple. On the third day, they returned 
to the witch and she asked them to wish for all they desired in 
the expense of what they love the most. The monsters who 
didn’t love any other person or thing (other than themselves 
though) made their wishes and instantly started transforming 
from the animals they were into something so horrible – they 
grew horns, had multiple eyes, grew taller and stronger, they 
had transformed completely in every sense but they were in 
total chaos; they pleaded for something a little better but were 
even more surprised when the witch who looked so wrenched 
and crooked transformed to a woman even more prettier than 
the rumoured Queen Johanna of Mor Vadoum, she then spoke 
such a lovely and quiet voice that they had no option than fall 
silent and listen to her peacefully. After she had finished laying 
out her incantations, she ordered them in a harsh tone to 
assemble for battle. The monsters who were already hypnotized 
wasted no time and began walking out of the temple, the witch 
then shouted at them “Fly and darken the sky with your new 
might and show to the world the dark magic of Zamur”. The 
monsters, who just observed their wings, smiled inwardly and 
wickedly and then flew to the village.  

In the village, every monster had already transformed 
and was waiting like zombies for their next command.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

(DRACA) 

 King Draca, the once general of the Mor Vardoum 
army before appointed a king of the Mor Vardoum high 
territory and as the overall controller of the high dragons of the 
land. Draca had a rough childhood, by the age of four he lost 
both his parents to an unknown assassin. He grew up in an 
orphanage home for baby dragons near the far north tower of 
Lirith. When he got to the age of fifteen, he left the orphanage 
to join the army of Mor Vardoum but got rejected twice. He 
eventually became a soldier after spending three months at the 
north tower of Lirith. Lirith was a well known training ground 
in Mor Vardoum; it was one of the places in the land parents 
didn’t allow their children go by any means. The old tower has 
fear written over its wall lines, anyone who had the mind to 
enter the tower and come out in good standing were regarded as 
the gods’ favourites and they are under their watchful eyes, they 
are given extremely high appraisals because out of about half a 
hundred of people that enter the tower every twenty-sixth full 
moon, only a tenth ratio or less are sent back as survivors of the 
torments of Lirith and the heroes of Mor Vadoum. The five 
candidates are immediately placed in the army, each with very 
high ranks. Draca was one of the few lucky ones to escape 
death in the tower and was nicknamed The Fearless because he 
made a reputation for himself at the tower. 

 When Draca became appointed the new general after 
the loss of the previous in battle, Mor Vardoum became the 
most feared opposition by most kingdoms and during his 
regime they had little war because of the straight victories to all 
their enemy nation, the matter the number or size. That was one 
of the reasons the high dragons didn’t hesitate in choosing The 
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Fearless when the time came that a king was of paramount 
importance. 

 Draca who never married – no dragon ever marries, 
had two sons from two fair dragons he mated long ago while his 
blood still ran high and his lust were so eager to be quenched. 
The two sons; Pyro and Leo who were like their father in every 
sense, made their father proud always beyond his anticipations, 
though he was not a man of emotions, but he gave his sons 
upmost attention most especially during times of training. Pyro 
and Leo both at the age of fifteen went to Lirith to prove their 
worth to their father. Though Draca didn’t seem happy with the 
idea but he was a man of principles, bade his children farewell 
as they embarked on their adventurous journey seeking for 
strength at the gruesome tower of Lirith; what they never knew 
was that the tower brings upon its survivors the most 
remarkable of change and that only the strong in faith could 
withstand what the strong in might could ever dream of 
deciphering. 

 Pyro who was the first to graduate, out beat his father’s 
record by 3 days and was nicknamed Draca’s Heir by the high 
dragons’ elders who chose as a constitution, the champions of 
Lirith to be a heir apparent, time was the major factor used in 
nominating the candidates. Leo who finished an hour after his 
father, was crowned most skilful and was nicknamed “The 
Whisperer” was sent alongside his brother to the lost city of 
Zhea to fetch an artefact that only the oldest in the land knew its 
true worth – the amulet of King Zhea. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

(THE BEGINNING OF A NEW DARKNESS) 

 Zamur, the dark forest of the east on the plains of 
Vard, was even now darker with the arisen of the new darkness 
bred in it. The priestess to the three gods was now in her full 
potentials and is ready to bring down whatever stood between 
her and her goals. 

“...Johanna, Johanna called Gloria” a flashback on the 
priestess memory lane. Gloria is the mother of Isabella and 
Johanna. Isabella, the twin of Johanna but based on 
characteristics, Isabella was everything but a shadow of her 
sister. Johanna was a lady of nature; everything she did, every 
step she took and every word she spoke brought in it nothing 
and everything you ever wished for. Her father was the king of 
Dheamian Empire, about forty leagues from Mor Vardoum. On 
most occasions she was sighted in farms, barns, and small stalls 
working for not a dime. Due to her character as well as attitude 
to all, she was most loved and cherished by all, her parents were 
in every way proud of her and even though they were equally 
proud of Isabella, she never felt that way; jealousy and hatred 
were all she felt for her twin and with each passing day it kept 
and kept growing. 

 “... Now a perfect revenge for all you did to me, all 
you took from me and what you have turned me into. What a 
perfect revenge!” 

*  *  * 

 In Mor Vadoum there was a great fist holding in 
honour of the two victorious brothers and their safe return from 
their adventurous journey return from the ancient city of Zhea. 
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Leo who had much tales to tell his father couldn’t wait for the 
ceremony to be over, he started pouring out all his and Pyro’s 
adventures in full details to their father who knew his younger 
son too well; once he starts, he can never be stopped but 
nonetheless he was pleased Leo was happy, plus he wanted to 
hear the full adventure himself, he had the opportunities on 
going for adventures too and he loved everything about it, even 
the dangers attached.  

 Pyro on the other hand wasn’t left alone for a bit, he 
was questioned from every corner of the room; he didn’t have 
the chance to meet his brother who he knew was already 
pouring out the full detailing of the adventure. He loved when 
his brother always gave wonderful tales of what they both did 
or either of them does. He has such talent in turning a real life 
experience into a folktale and everyone loves folktales. Each 
time he looks towards the king’s high stand, he smiles for a 
second or two and there again face his long crowd who were in 
search for real time adventures not folktales. 

 Among the group of attendees was King Darius, Queen 
Johanna, Prince Heractus and Prince Deimos; the human 
royalties of Mor Vardoum arrived a little late and when they 
entered the hall, everyone in the hall could but marvel at the 
sight of beauty that radiated from all of them. After a very 
cordial bow from the high dragon royalties to King Darius and 
his family, the party began in a new fashion.  

 King Darius who didn’t look at all in his normal state 
couldn’t wait to excuse himself alongside Draca to a lone corner 
where pressing matters were in need of attention. Draca who 
sensed Darius unsteadiness excused himself from the crowd and 
Darius tagged along with him like an obedient dog. Away from 
the crowd, Darius began in a low husky and troubled voice  
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“Draca..., it seems something dark grows just above our 
lands”, he continued after taken a hard swallow of his saliva 
deep down his throat as if to slip a big lump blocking his vocal 
cavity  

“In the forest of Zamur, one of the finest hunters I know among 
my kinsmen came to me with a tale of an entirely new horrible 
creature which now lives in the forest. If it were any other 
person I won’t have kept much interest in it, but to someone 
whom I trust very dearly, I had to.” Pausing to catch his breath, 
then he continued  

“The following day, by dawn, Heractus together with a dozen of 
my finest knight went over to the forest to check things out. 
When my son returned alone by the brink of noon, totally 
exhausted, his tales were similar but even more horrible than 
the hunter’s story.” After Darius finished his statement, Draca’s 
few but stout words were  

“When did you realize informing me and are the human 
warriors fit after the last battle effect on them, it is just two 
weeks now.”  

Darius who didn’t fail to realize Draca’s stoutness but ignored it 
because he knew he was like that whenever he was always in a 
terrible off balanced state, spoke back, still in the low husky 
tone he used to narrate his story  

“Three nights ago, the hunter came with the information. Based 
on my army, they have been very alert after the attack of the 
monsters, they are all set for battle, and I’m sure ...” Draca cuts 
in  

“You are sure?” 
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“You are sure or you are certain” 

“These are hard times; you don’t have to be sure but certain, 
the strength and stability of these Kingdom lies on it.” 

Darius who wanted to speak, thought better of it and closed his 
mouth; remaining silent and looking immensely at Draca as if 
all the solution to his problems were written on him.  

Draca then spoke again “I will send an air flight patrol team to 
make confirmations and if there is need for any actions, I shall 
summon you here to my palace.” Darius who couldn’t help but 
smile made jest of himself inwardly for being a coward before 
the King Dragon, only could nod his head afraid not to speak 
and then burst out all the laughter that were rumbling inside 
him. Draca who already knew the reason for Darius silence 
made a joke out of it  

“Humans never know how to stand proud enough; I’m still kind 
of looking for a way to beat that fear out of them.” With that 
word, the two burst out into laughter which echoed through the 
hall. Draca showed Darius back to the ball room where they 
both went to continue the merriments they left behind. 

 On getting to the ball room, Darius couldn’t help 
himself from laughing at his younger son who was running all 
about the room with a face of pure streaking fear all over it. 
Prince Deimos had gotten himself an admirer but it was a young 
fair dragon who had no idea of who from who and was 
obviously too large and not the kind of friend Deimos would 
definitely like keeping. Prince Heractus who was at a far dark 
corner with the other two dragon princes, Pyro and Leo, were 
all laughing and making mockery remarks at Deimos. At the 
site of Draca and his father around the corner, Deimos ran to 
where they were, taken cover at their backs for his dare life. 
Draca’s statue alone made the little dragon shiver to an 
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unbalanced state; the dragon who was both in a confused state 
of shame and fear quickly ran back to her mum after bumping 
her head three consecutive times at a pole adjacent where she 
stood; this made the three princes laugh the more. Darius and 
Draca then looked at themselves and knowing exactly what next 
to do, shoved Deimos from where he was hiding and then called 
the dragon back. The little dragon still ashamed of what she did 
turned to the kings boyishly, but as she cited Deimos, she ran 
towards the two kings with no shame at all, smiling so broadly 
till little globules of fire started appearing from the corners of 
her lips. Draca then dropped Deimos and told them to become 
friends in an instance. With the fear of Draca superseding that 
of the little fair dragon by a thousand, Deimos didn’t just shake 
hands with the dragon, but shook hands, hugged and after about 
half a second started laughing and playing with the dragon as if 
they were friends since birth. With the attention of the crowd 
now on the two new playmates, the hall rumbled with laughter; 
laughter so loud and true that it most probably woke the sun 
from its slumber. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

(THE AMBUSH) 

 The day after the ceremony came serious business. As 
planned the day before, Draca sent a group of scouts to survey 
the forest of Zamur from the air and note every movement and 
unfamiliarity.  

*  *  * 

 Zamur was totally busy with work; the priestess now in 
total control of all the monsters was building an army and 
creating a source of transformation machine. Though her plans 
were far from complete but with the control of the monsters 
which she has not only transformed but has been able to control 
as well, she was not far from achieving what she had in mind. 

*  *  * 

 The Mor Vadoum scouts were already at full flight, led 
by the king’s eldest son, Pyro. They headed for the dark forest 
to check things out. Most of them had doubt of what they were 
going to search for but none had the guts to speak his thoughts 
out because they all knew the dare consequences attached. 

 Now at the forest, they all split into four groups of 
three each, each group going north, south, east and west 
respectively. With their very sharp and acute eye sight, they 
searched and searched for the slightest clue to hold upon but 
unknown to them; the monsters were aware of their presence 
but laid low under the commanding instruction of their leader, 
the priestess. When nothing seemed noticeable enough, the 
scouts all gathered round and headed back. 
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 On reaching the castle, they reported the incidence to 
the kings; Darius was over at Draca’s place on request by 
Draca. They were not truly satisfied with the result presented to 
them, so they sent for the Commander of the Mor Vardoum 
army, whom happens to be indisposed badly. Leo arrived in 
place of the Commander and was given instructions which he 
took along with him as he exited the building; he was asked to 
gather five of his best men and thoroughly search the forest, if 
he had to tumble the forest, he should, but the result must be a 
positive one. Pyro was asked to go secure the low haven, 

“Something fishy seems to be happening” Draca said. 

“I don’t get it at all, Heractus had fear written all over him 
when he came rushing to the castle four days ago” lamented 
Darius, 

“The forest can’t be so peaceful, that I’m sure of, that I’m sure 
of” he added. 

 On getting to the forest, Leo together with the other 
five soldiers decided to take to the air until they were in clear 
space before landing and then searching all nooks and crannies 
of the forest, distorting what they had to. 

*  *  * 

 Meanwhile, the priestess already had the perfect plan 
to be brought upon the six dragons that were to her “proud and 
stupid.” 

*  *  * 

 Leo leading the remaining five, landing on an opening 
in the forest and as they were about to make a move in for 
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serious business, the creature they had been seeking anxiously 
emerged from a corner of the thick canopy of trees surrounding 
them. As one of the dragons took a step towards the creature, 
more started emerging from different angles of the canopies 
until they were completely surrounded. The dragons who didn’t 
expect this were caught off guard again when another set 
descended upon them from above, all except Leo were caught 
in that one brilliant move. Leo, who incautiously dodged three 
advances made at him, took to the air with all the speed he 
could gather; the monsters who didn’t want any escapee chased 
after him in a super hot pursuit. On the way, he was attacked on 
many occasions but he found a way to a escape each time, still 
was under the pursuit by his enemies who needed him more 
than he needed his own life. His pursuit was caught short 
however when he flew through the gates of Mor Vardoum; the 
monsters had to painfully return because they were not 
supposed to be seen at Mor Vadoum by any means; one of the 
priestess’ plans of its downfall. 

 Leo who was too frightened to even check back or 
sideways on his pursuers, flew through the gates, flew pass low 
haven without even noticing his brother and comrades, and flew 
straight into the high dragon’s castle, where on landing fainted 
instantly due to the wounds he gained and also of total exhaust. 

 On recovery, he was questioned by Darius and Draca 
about the whole ordeal and he narrated everything as it 
happened. 

Draca then spoke after leaving Leo in his room to rest “what do 
you think this means?” 

Darius still pondering and putting one and two things together, 

Draca replied to his question “WAR” 
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Darius confused over the respond, looked directly into the eyes 
of Draca and said “how sure are you that we are under 
attack?” 

Draca responded “I’m not sure, I’m certain, very certain” 

“Very well then” was the response Darius gave 

“What do you suggest you do” asked Darius, still staring 
incautiously at Draca 

“I think we need to consult with the elders” Draca replied 

There was a bit of silence between the two for a reasonably long 
period before Draca broke in 

“In the meantime, we need to get our army ready; we need to be 
prepared for the unexpected.” He then continued “from the 
stories we were given, these creatures are foreign to us, we 
have to learn how to counter them; we really have to learn how 
to fight them unless we might just end up falling into the 
enemy’s hands.” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

(DHEAMIAN EMPIRE) 

 Forty leagues from the kingdom of Mor Vadoum lies 
an empire, an empire large enough to breed ten more kingdoms 
and still have enough room for boundaries and fencing – The 
Dheamian Empire; vast in resources as it is in length, broad in 
its wing as the horizon is broad and endless upon the length of 
the open sea. Along with its enormous widespread lies the 
beauty within; Landmark of Magnificence was not just given to it 
because of the length and strength of the empire and its wall but 
because of the beauty it bred within. The Dheamianians were 
the finest in all the lands; they possessed beauty in both 
physical and mental perspectives and showed it to the fullest in 
all aspects of their livelihood. 

 In the heart of the Dhaeamian Empire lies the capital 
city, The City of Kings as it was proudly known was a cite of 
wonder for adventurers, a cite of knowledge for scholars, a cite 
of beauty for wonderers and a cite of applaud for the citizens of 
Dheamian. The city which bred the castle of the Kings; past and 
present was also the centre of economic activities of the whole 
empire and not only the Dheamianian  citizens shared its wealth 
and protection but also every tourists, merchant, and others who 
one way or the other had a positive mission in the city. 

 The lines of kings in the Empire is a long one; most of 
their histories were lost at a time when things went rough but 
along the long lines of kings; King Theratus was the most 
pronounced and remembered. His positions were then held by 
his son and son’s son till the present age of his ancestral line, 
where King Therasus XIV sits on the throne. 
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 King Therasus XIV, Williams Roberto, the nephew to 
the King Therasus XIII took his place as the crown bearer by 
right of heir apparent since the former king had no male child. 
King Therasus XIV, a fair, tall, handsome, stern looking man, 
with a figure only kings knew how best to portray, was a fair 
king to many but to a few others, they hated his guts because he 
was totally volatile when he gave jugdgements, he was termed 
by them as being “cruel and gruesome.” 

 King Therasus XIII, Francis Theolius was one of the 
finest kings Dheamian had ever produced. He was a king in all 
dimensions, a ruler in all aspects and a director in all fields. He 
was an easy going man who never thought much otherthan three 
things he considered his life – his family, his people and his 
empire. He had a very high rank based on favourism in his 
people’s mind and whenever he called upon them, they 
answered and gave their all without doubting his judgement. 
Some considered him a god, some considered him a god reborn 
as a mortal to the earth and others considered him blessed and 
favoured severely by the gods; the latter was most likely correct 
because he was a mortal in every sense, but his character and 
charisma were immortal by virtue. 

35 Years Earlier... 

 “Prince Francis... Prince Francis...” called Sali, the 
male servant to the prince “Your father; the King requests your 
presence together with Prince Roberto at once.” 

“Thanks Sali, we would be with him shortly” Prince Francis 
responded 

“Rob, father seeks our presence immediately” said Francis on 
reaching Roberto who was lying absent-mindedly on his own, 
he had been in a mood all day. 
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“What does he want now” he replied still absent-mindedly to 
his brother. 

“I don’t know, but we shall find out soon enough” Francis 
responded. “Let us head out now, you know how father hates 
being kept waiting” he added. 

In an angry state, he forcefully dashed for the door almost 
knocking off his twin brother who wasn’t surprised or angry; he 
knew his brother perfectly and took no interest in making that 
an issue. On getting to the king, the boys bowed cordially; still 
bowing, Francis announced their presence 

“You wanted to see us father?” 

“Indeed, Yes I wanted to see you, both of you” replied the king. 
“You two may sit, we have things to talk about” he added. 

As they sat, they noticed their father’s face for the first time and 
even Roberto who was in an unusually bad state, softened when 
he saw his father, who looked almost drained in blood and 
looked a lot thinner.  

Roberto now highly concerned couldn’t hide all those troubling 
questions deep within him anymore, he spoke without a cordial 
manner or caution; one of the traits the king hated “what is 
wrong with you father? You look so pale and spent.”  

The king stared at Roberto sternly for a few seconds, and then 
spoke in a shaky voice “I...am... I’m d...dying.” 

His two sons immediately lost their civil characters all at once, 
dashed from their seats towards their father who was in such a 
sober state that if his kingdom was under attack, he had care 
less. 
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“Father, please don’t say that.” Roberto pleaded 

“You are ill, it is clear father, but it is just an illness father, 
everyone gets ill once in a while, right father?” Francis spoke 
as quickly as Roberto did. 

“My sons, I know how hard it must be for you two to believe 
this, I know it must be really hard, but the easier you do believe 
in it, the easier it would be for you to accept it when it finally 
happens.” The king addressed his two sons and then continued 
again. “I’m too weak now to run this empire, my sons, I’m too 
weak to direct its growth; in order not to allow this empire die 
out with me, I’m entrusting you two with its responsibilities. In 
order to avoid future errors which I have foreseen, I’m 
entrusting the throne to you two my sons; by birth right I know 
Francis holds claim to the throne even though you both are 
twin, but nonetheless, twin you both are and as twins you both 
shall act.” 

Francis and Roberto looking hilariously stupid with the look 
they wore then spoke to their father “Father, our King, our 
Lord...” 

Francis then continued “what is the essence of giving us the 
crown when you are very much alive” he then added “Father, 
get well soon, we need you, the whole Empire needs you get 
well soon Father.” 

Bowing in a cordial state both took request for their leave 
saying in unison “Father, my King, we may leave now, you 
need to rest so as you could gather your strength soon enough.”  

4 Days Later... 
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 King Therasus XII was announced dead to the whole 
empire and everyone as a tradition mourned the king for seven 
days; during the periods of mourning, all activities – economic, 
social, religious, etc. are withheld. 

 Francis Theolius was then after the seventh day of his 
father’s passing crowned King of the Dhearmian Empire – 
KING THERASUS XIII. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

(THE WHISPERY PLAN) 

 The very evening Leo bravery escaped from the 
ambush, Draca and Darius summoned all the elders for an 
emergency meeting which they said can’t be delayed by any 
circumstances. At the time darkness was in its full peak 
everyone was already at the meeting; King Draca and Darius, 
Prince Pyro, Leo and Heractus, and the elders. The meeting was 
held at the innermost chamber of the castle at closed doors.  

As the meeting began, Draca began by addressing the whole 
room “Thank you all for coming to this meeting of ours at this 
short timing” he then added “short timing indeed but not as 
short as our enemies plan of attack.” 

Baros, one of the three elders from the humans spoke “short 
timing?? What short timing are you referring to my King?” 

Draca replied “in due time Baros, in due time.” 

Baros together with the other elders who were eager to know 
what all these was all about shifted uncomfortably on their seat 
trying to adjust their growing inquisitive desires and 
unanswered numerous questions forming all at ones. 

“I know you all must be wondering what all this is all about 
and why our sons are in the meeting of the high council” Draca 
spoke, adding “nonetheless, we brought and made all of you 
seat here for a reason which you all would soon find out.” 

Draca then called on Heractus “Heractus, my son, give them the 
account of your story five days ago at the forest of Zamur; do 
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not leave any detailing behind, forget the time, time is not on 
our side any longer anyway.” 

The elders moved unthinkingly on their seats as they listened to 
Heractus’ account on what happened at the forest, nodding only 
once or twice in a minute or two not because he gave a very 
interesting story nor because he had an excellent voice but 
because they were in total shock, all of them were. 

After Heractus concluded his story, Draca called upon Pyro to 
give his own account when he went scouting for more evidence. 
After Pryo gave his own account on the whole ordeal, everyone 
fell completely silent; everyone with their own separate 
thoughts.  

After given the elders sometime to plunder on what all that 
meant, Darius then spoke “Today’s event showed us quite a 
different scenario and that is what brought us here tonight.” 

The elders who all looked from Darius to Draca then to 
themselves spoke almost at once “WHAT SCIENERIO?” 

Draca then summoned Leo “The acting Commander can best 
narrate the story.” 

Leo who had long gained his confidence back and had forgotten 
all the fears he gathered just earlier the day, spoke to the elders 
about the whole incident in his normal tone and made it look 
like a folktale still. 

“Even though the narration was more like a fable, it still looked 
like a hell of a scary one” Baros spoke heavily after Leo has 
finished, smiling at the young Dragons’ blessed heart for 
lightening his and that of the other elders’ heart for a bit. 
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 Draca and Draius who were in no mood for smiling 
then addressed the elders; Draca started first “fable it might 
sound but it happened just this afternoon and in order not to get 
anymore scary folk stories from Commander Leo here, we need 
to see what can be done.” Darius followed immediately “we 
have feared this for a long time now that is why we made 
several attempts to get clearer proves and from today’s event, 
we just have one thought in our minds...” Draca then cuts in 
“WAR!” Darius continues “...YES, we are under attack.” After 
a second to catch his breath, he continued “We are under attack 
but by whom? We don’t know... what their reasons are? We 
have no idea... and finally, how to create a defence upon an 
enemy we know nothing about? It is still a misery” 

After a long period of silence in the room, the elders then joined 
heads to share thoughts; when they were done, Baros stood 
supporting himself with a staff (which was as old and cranky as 
he was) spoke in his crooked and shaky but audible voice 

“Hmm...m, thi...is i...s se...rious!” was his first statement. He 
then continued after pausing for about three seconds “In...deed 
i...t looks l...ike w...ar, but w...ar never see...ms to... be... a 
pl...ea...sant n...ame in... our e...ars; he...nce, we... sh...ould 
n...ot be... ha...sty in... making such... a con...clusion... 
be...cause... the... re...sult mi...ght be.... un...plea...sant.” 

Darius then spoke “we knew we could always count on you all, 
our elders, your wisdom hasn’t failed us from the beginning, 
and it doesn’t look like it ever will.” 

Baros smiling at Darius’ appraisals continued after bowing 
cordially to both Darius and Draca as a sign of respect “We... 
the... elders... have... con...clu...ded tha...t it... would be... best 
to... pre...pare f...or a w...ar, but it... would be... be...tter still 
to... ga...ther inform...ations fir...st, if not f...or anything, then... 
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because... of the... advan...tages of de...fending against a 
fir...st... ass...ault...” 

On concluding his words, he took to his seat looking rather 
spent. There was a cold silence in the room, only the mind had 
no rest; everyone was in serious thought, thinking of Baros’ 
statements and if at all it was of benefit to them.  

Draca then broke the silence by addressing the elders “What 
should be our next step?” 

Baros then stood up again, leaning upon his support spoke 
directly to the king “Infiltrate the... enemy’s... camp; all... 
your... an...swers... lies there...” 

Pyro broke in “You think we should create a loop hole for an 
easy attack?” 

Baros smiling replied “King Draca’s... Heir..., that... won’t... 
be... easy...; why don’t... you... cl...ear... the... air wh...ile... 
the... sun is... st...illl up?” 

Heractus was now the one to break in “someone should act like 
bait?” he then added “that is totally OUTRAGEOUS, that is 
SUICIDE!” 

Everyone grew silence once again and after minutes which 
looked like eternity, Leo broke the silence “I believe the idea 
that the elders decided upon would be a success, a huge 
success” he further added “Since they need us badly, we might 
as well surrender to them.” 

Draca furious at his son shouted “SIT DOWN BOY, THIS ISN’T 
LIRITH, IN LIRITH YOU HAD AN IDEA ON WHAT YOU 
WOULD BE FACING BUT IN THIS YOU DON’T HAVE. SIT 
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DOWN NOW BEFORE I MAKE YOU SIT FOR A LONG 
PERIOD OF YOUR LIFE.” 

Leo smiling at his father’s temper spoke on without caution “I 
didn’t run away today from those creatures because I was 
afraid of death or being a captive. Remember father, you told 
me and Pyro once that being afraid of death is only a being’s 
excuse for being weak” pausing to see his father’s reaction 
which wasn’t soothing but nonetheless he wasn’t stopping him, 
he continued “As I escaped from their advances on several 
occasions, I noticed how they attack and unfortunately for them, 
they were not wise enough to conceive their weak sides. They 
are fast, they are strong, they are built but they lack instincts, 
they lack my instincts.” 

Darius for the first time that evening smiled then spoke “The 
Whisperer, what is your plan? It sure looks like you got one 
already” 

Leo, smiling broadly spoke “Sure my King, I have a plan 
already and you would be very surprisingly pleased to hear 
about it; too bad no humans would be involved so my dearest 
friend Heractus would be my comrade, but I’m sure still I will 
have fun; I’m sure going to have fun like I did with the King’s 
Heir on my adventurous trip to Zhea; remember Pyro?, we had 
fun, didn’t we?” 

Draca was totally dumbfounded 

Pyro replying his brother with a smile said “I sure hope we 
won’t encounter my King on the way because I’m sure he would 
probably spoil the party” looking at Draca and smiling broadly 
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Draca totally out of his mind with anger spoke “I’m sure going 
to spoil that party of yours; that is what I’m good at anyway to 
my sons.” 

With that statement Darius fell back into his seat laughing, so 
did the rest of the room till Draca had no other choice than to 
join in. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

(KING THERASUS XIII) 

35 Years Earlier... 

 Francis Theolius the newly appointed king of the 
Dheamian Empire – succeeding his father, the late King 
Therasus XII to become King Therasus XIII. Just in the first 
year period of his kingship, the citizens of Dheamian knew they 
had one of the finest kings in history and definitely beyond; his 
name shall live long in the mind of the people and their 
generation who will precede them. Many Dheamianians 
qualified him as a King of all dimensions, others said he was a 
ruler in all aspects and a few called him a grand director in all 
fields. By all these qualities he was awarded by the Dheamian 
people King Therasus XIII made himself the most loyal of all 
his countrymen. His characteristics are uniquely blended with 
royalty and humbleness – he had only three goals in being the 
Dheamian king; one day he and his brother (Roberto) were 
walking along the fields of the palace when Roberto asked his 
brother a question. Francis who smiled at his brother before 
answering the question he termed “Best in Ages”. 

Roberto asked “my brother, my King what are the things you 
value most in this life?” 

Francis then spoke with a smile “I knew someone will 
eventually ask me that and since it comes from you, I won’t hide 
the joy that is exploding through my veins at the moment.” The 
both of them were walking graciously along the fields enjoying 
the cool, sweet evening breeze. 

Roberto smiled at his brother’s commentary, bowed cordially 
and spoke “I’m happy my tongue did a good job then.” 
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Francis stopped for a while, looked sternly at his brother and 
said “we are brothers, please don’t forget that. Around me act 
like the Roberto I used to know because I’m the Francis you 
have always known.” He smiled inwardly when he saw the 
uneasiness in Roberto’s eyes; he moved urging him forward by 
placing his firm, large but tender hands on his brother’s 
shoulder. 

Roberto smiled for a longer period than he normally did and 
Francis just couldn’t help but be happy and content in his 
brother’s contentment. 

After a period of pleasant silence between the two Francis 
replied to Roberto’s question “Family, Dheamian people and 
my Homeland.” 

Roberto looked rather sharply at his brother then said “Sire, 
could you elaborate?” 

Francis smiled looking sweetly at his brother for a few seconds 
then spoke “sure; nothing is more valuable to me than those 
three things, nothing will bring no greater joy than making 
them happy at all time and flourish as much as their hearts can 
desire. Nothing makes me more fulfilled not even the throne, the 
crown or the kingship as most expects.” 

Roberto who had been listening wholeheartedly spoke after a 
few minutes “hmmm, I’m glad you were nothing like father; 
when you were speaking just now all I could think of was 
mother, she had the very best of qualities and you inherited it 
completely.” After a moment of silent melodies between the 
two Roberto continued “I’m proud to call you my brother, my 
King and my Lordship.” 

Francis then said the final sealing words “thank you Roberto; 
without you I would have been a different man, thank you for 
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always being there, in fact, thank you for everything.” They 
hugged for a many long moment feeling content and pleased in 
each other’s arms. 

12 Years Later... 

 Francis Theolius had spent 12 solid years upon the 
throne of the Dheamian Empire as King Therasus XIII – the 
Dheamianian people had never been so happy for so long, they 
were all proud of their king not because he has their best 
interest at heart, they loved their king because he was a skilful 
warrior, gallantly compassionate, a brilliant and fine king, just 
and above all very wise. His stories were told far and his glory 
were upheld high; many kingdoms both far and near took 
Dheamian Empire as a second home and all were treated 
homely as well. 

 During the end of his first year on the throne he got 
married to the Princess of Rowen Kingdom, Gloria Dennis – 
Rowen Kingdom is about 20 leagues from Dheamian. Many 
words were spoken against the king’s decision to marry from 
Rowen especially when the two lands were both tight in rivalry, 
but after the king made clear his intentions, everyone gave their 
consent. 

“... I have taught thoroughly and have had sleepless nights in 
regards to this issue. I won’t deny I feel I’m as well making the 
wrong decision.” Pausing to catch his breath, he then continued. 
“Things would have been so much different if I didn’t remember 
what my father told me once. He said to me and my brother 
here, Roberto, he said the heart is a door to many rooms, 
majority are just hallows but there is always one door, the right 
door. Whenever that door is within our reach, we should try all 
possible means to find and open it – fears might set in, words 
might sound discouraging but the one thing that truly makes 
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you a man is the ability to make decisions. So, seeking out that 
door was a decision, why leave the light to die out because you 
snapped a bit.” 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

(JOHANNA) 

23 Years Earlier... 

 Francis Theolius and Gloria Dennis Theolius had lived 
happily for more than eleven years and nothing made their love 
story more perfect – Isabella and Johanna were the result of the 
King and Queen Theolius’ love. Both, identical twins (the only 
distinguishing feature were their hairs; both had ebony black 
hairs (Francis’ genetic makeup), but Johanna had a strike of 
gold strands around her central forehead and behind her left ear. 
They both took after their mother’s physical features and 
intriguing beauty. 

 Since both of them had the ability to crawl they were 
practically inseparable; wherever Isabella went Johanna was 
sure to follow and whatever Johanna did Isabella tried doing 
too. Things were absolutely beautiful and perfect whenever 
both of them were around and though they solemnly quarrel but 
when they did they found means of patching things up shortly 
after. 

 Isabella and Johanna were both opposite in terms of 
character; they both had keen desires for what they loved and 
though they never complained about their differences, they 
always did wonder why it chose that path. Isabella – free 
spirited and outspoken while Johanna – conservative, quiet, shy. 
The twins respected each other’s character in a very remarkable 
way and it never came to a situation where any of them felt 
choked by the other. King and Queen Theolius had no greater 
joy; they loved their children dearly and provided for them all 
they ever wished for. 
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5 Years Later... 

 The whole city happens to be in a awfully festive rush, 
though the festive period in honour of the king’s years upon the 
throne and in honours of the gods of the lands were still far off 
from reach; there was various workers coming from all angles 
with different tools based on their speciality – they were 
craftsmen, artists, decorators, singers and dancers, maids, 
carpenters and a whole lot of others heading from different 
angles they busted from to the king’s castle. Outside the castle 
walls laid the point where every worker in the capital city and 
beyond was heading to; everyone were all extremely excited 
and busy preparing for the king’s gorgeously looking daughters’ 
birthday ceremony. The party was in honour of the much 
adored Isabella and Johanna’s seventeenth birthday, and 
everyone indeed felt as if they were in the festive season. 

Occasionally King Francis would step out to see the 
glamour of hid palace as it was being polished in the very best 
of pattern by the very best of handymen Dheamian could 
provide, with much glad tidings in his heart for what he regards 
as ‘only the gods can understand’, he smiles sincerely and 
warmly to those who manage to take a second or two off their 
work, look towards him and bow their head in grace to him. 

Queen of the Dheamianian people who was undeniably 
beautiful that day, wonderfully showed a whole lots of her 
worth; she was all over the place either directing the singers and 
observing the dancer or watching carpenters drive nails skilfully 
into woods or watch artists try to paint scenes into memorable 
still pictures. Everyone was busy and that was what gave Queen 
Theolius all the more joy because she saw how excited and 
happy everyone was to make their King, Queen and Princesses 
happy. 
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The princesses, Isabella and Johanna were ordered not 
to step out from the castle walls most especially Isabella 
because of her several tales of pleasant mischief. Johanna didn’t 
see much to bother about the whole thing; she excused herself 
from her mother and went to the library after Gloria had placed 
the order on the two girls with a face that betrayed her 
seriousness. Isabella however didn’t like the order placed and 
was a little driven aback by her mother’s statement a little bit 
seriously than the manner Johanna took it before leaving. After 
Gloria left, Isabella went over to her room window and couldn’t 
help herself as she admired the passion everyone person down 
below on the castle fields had for what they best knew how to 
do. Watching the beautifully talented handymen for a while, she 
decided to go check what Johanna was up to. 

 On reaching Johanna who had been preoccupied with a 
novel; without looking to see who that was Johanna said “the 
only reason why you could possibly be in the library is if you 
miss my company or you have a plan you can’t wait too long to 
tell me.” 

Isabella looking a bit boyish at Johanna’s words said “you 
could have made a fool out of yourself if I wasn’t the one 
Johanna” 

Johanna then looked up smiling broadly “I’m glad I didn’t 
then” 

Isabella shaking her heads mockingly “my brilliant and 
gorgeous sister got more than her brains, I tell you” 

Johanna still with the broad smile replied “not that it can be 
compared to that my sister” 
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Both exchanged glances with smiling lips and dancing eyes for 
a brief moment before Isabella then broke in “Escort me 
Johanna, please” 

Johanna who already knew Isabella’s mind long before now 
replied her sister “mum’s instructions?” 

Isabella not ready to be taken aback this time replied “sure, I 
still remember vividly. I also remember that today is our 
birthday so she won’t get mad at us for too long” 

Johanna was still a bit adamant on complying with Isabella’s 
plea but after a few minutes she gave in to the inevitable. 

...About an Hour Later 

 Isabella who had got tired of starring at the decorations 
on the castle walls and the workers as they buried themselves 
deeply on their duties 

“Johanna” 

With no reply she called again “Johanna” 

Johanna on the other hand had been so consumed in the sight of 
a beautiful painting which was hung just beside the castle gate – 
the paint showed the entire glamour and magnificence of the 
Empire. Running through almost the full length of the right 
corner of the painting stood her father; king Therasus XIII with 
all the adornments and braces only a Dheamian king knew how 
best to portray. 

With a third call from Isabella which was much louder this time 
around “JOHANNA!” 
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Johanna pushed her head towards her sister saying “Why shout 
my name so loudly?” 

Isabella knew what would follow suit if she pushed the 
argument; she simply said “you seemed to have drowned 
yourself in the painting.” 

Johanna smiled and said “Yeah! Who won’t? This is absolutely 
gorgeous, I mean fantastic. In fact marvellous” She then looked 
at the picture for a couple of seconds and then said “I really 
need to see the Artist who did this; he is wonderful, absolutely a 
genius with gifted hands; to be sincere I’m not too sure he is 
human, do you think he is?” 

Isabella couldn’t bite out the laughs anymore, she said still 
chuckling “Come on! He is a genius, I agree and he is the best 
artist I have seen, no doubts. He isn’t from Dhearmian, I’m sure 
of it, but that doesn’t make him a god, ghost or worse an alien, 
Johanna” 

Johanna smiled at her sister’s words and said “you never know” 

Isabella who had been dying to leave the scene to explore more 
grounds impacted on the chance she had “Yeah! There is one 
way we can find out though” 

“How?” asked Johanna  

“Don’t be silly, how else, let’s go look for him. I bet he won’t 
be as pleasing as his works, he might even be...” 

Before Isabella could finish what she wanted to say Johanna 
broke in already moving towards the northern end of the field 
“who cares?” 
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Isabella chuckling as she followed her sister said “I care a 
great deal. If he happens to be unpleasing I will remember his 
face forever because it will always give me nightmares most 
especially if he got a scared face.” 

Johanna stopped for a minute, turned towards Isabella stared at 
her with dancing eyes and with twitched lips she said 
“Isabella!! You are so impossible. Give him some credit at least 
you haven’t seen him.” 

Isabella smiling said “I guess I’m a big fan of Mc Laurel 
Bruce’s Beautiful hearts scene log.” 

Johanna busted out into laughter “Gush Isabella!! You are so 
ridiculous. How could you bring a man’s write up fantasy novel 
you didn’t even finish into a real life event?” 

“I did finish it Johanna; I read the last chapter. Besides the 
novel didn’t look anyway like a fantasy to me, I actually didn’t 
believe it was a novel until father explained it to me.” 

“Father...?” 

“Yeah father! Remember the day he made me read a book for 
two hour straight” 

“Yeah I remember” 

“I read the book to page 52 before I rounded it up from page 
286-291” 

Johanna laughing lightly and shaking her head unbelievably 
“Isabella!” 

“You remember chapter four about the artist and Aviel, right?” 

“I remember the whole book” 
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“Sure; I just realized that the same scenario is going on at the 
moment” 

“Isabella, don’t be ridiculous” 

Chuckling “and if he is ugly, what then?” 

Johanna also chuckling replied “and if he isn’t what then?” 

 The two sisters were still walking alongside as they 
talked when someone passed through them heading towards the 
direction of the stables which was north-east from their 
direction. Both sisters turned towards the man who greeted 
them and after what seemed to be an infinite moment, the shock 
in Isabella’s eyes couldn’t be weighed up with that of 
Johanna’s. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

(THE ARTIST AND THE THRONE) 

“A pleasant afternoon to both of you, my ladies” 

Johanna who was in-between mental states couldn’t say a word 
rather she just nodded with a smile that said more than she 
could ever juggle out from her mouth. 

Isabella who was equally taken aback but with more self control 
replied “Pleasant afternoon to you...?” 

“Darius” he cuts in “I’m Darius” 

Isabella who wasn’t ready to free Darius yet regardless if he 
was busy or not went further “it doesn’t look like you are from 
around these plains” 

“Yes my lady” Darius responded 

“Hmm... so where are you from?” 

“Mor Vardoum” 

Isabella who was a bit confused over his answer asked “Mor 
Vardoum?” but before Darius could reply Johanna sets in “Mor 
Vardoum – the land of magical breeding and nurturing” 

Darius astonished by Johanna’s insight wanted to speak but 
after mumbling some words, thought better on it and kept quiet.  

Isabella mocked Darius a bit then said “I know exactly how you 
feel; I’m just used to it” 
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Johanna eyed her sister mockingly and said to Darius “I have 
been reading; don’t mind Isabella here, I’m perfectly normal 
and a hundred percent human” 

Darius chuckled hard then replied between laughs “you sure 
look perfectly normal but above a hundred percent if compared 
to all the fair ladies I have ...” 

Johanna blushing pushed him on “you have ...?” 

Darius now a bit anxious completed his statement with head 
tilted to the ground “... I have encountered all my life.” 

Isabella eying Johanna with dancing eyes and twitched lips 
whistled softly; smiling, she asked Darius “you were heading to 
the stables, weren’t you?” 

Darius who had forgotten himself and was lost in thought spoke 
absentmindedly “I wasn’t” 

On recovering “Yes, yes, I was going to the stables.” 

Isabella chucked softly and Johanna couldn’t stop herself from 
smiling. 

Darius who felt like a mess couldn’t believe he just made a 
complete fool of himself, not just to anyone but to the 
breathtaking princesses everyman would kill themselves for. 
Waving off the silly thoughts from his head, he brushed himself 
up, looked at both princesses with broad smiles and bade 
farewell. “It was really lovely meeting and getting the chance to 
meet and talk to you both as well.” Pausing to catch his breath 
“my ladies, if you will excuse me I have got to be going now” 
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He turned towards the direction he was heading before 
encountering the princesses and after taking a few paces 
Johanna stopped him 

“Wait Darius please!” 

Darius couldn’t believe his luck; he turned his head angling it 
towards Johanna 

“When would we get to see you again? You don’t live in 
Dheamian and from my books Mor Vardoum is about forty 
leagues from here” 

Isabella looked astounded, switched her head from Johanna to 
Darius and then back again 

“I will be around for a forth night and would be back during 
the festive season my lady.” 

“What would you be doing in Dheamian for that long, you left 
people back home, right?” 

“I’m here for business, I paint for a living and no, I don’t have 
people to go back to, I just have a home. That is all to my 
existence at the moment.” 

“What about your family?” 

“I haven’t built a family of my own yet; my parents are with 
their ancestors, living and resting in immortal bliss.” 

“I.. I’m sorry ...” 

“You shouldn’t be. I guess we will see soon, right?” 
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“You guessed correctly; by the way I love your painting up at 
the castle wall, you made me fall in love with Dheamian all 
over again.” 

Darius a bit astound “Thank you my lady, but how did you know 
I was the one who painted it?” 

Isabella being tired of staying in the shadows cuts in “Her 
instinct never fails her” 

Darius then smiled at the two sisters focusing his attention more 
on Johanna, bowed cordially and went off after excusing 
himself “My ladies!” 

...Over Six Months Later 

“Darius, aren’t you done yet?” 

“Give me a few more minutes’ darling” 

“I love it when you say that” 

Johanna’s paintings filled the small cabin Darius lived in 
whenever he came to Dheamian and at the moment he was in 
the middle of adding one more to his collection in which in 
looks in every sense, not for sale. 

 Johanna laid graciously on a thick woolly chaise 
longue, legs stretched and hands – right gliding and restful upon 
the tender but firm neck of the settee she laid on, and left hand, 
in-between her hair making it fall free and unravel in a 
spectacular manner. Johanna who was perfectly dressed in a 
green silky gown with heavy embroidery all around its corners 
and its upper parts made her portrait more striking with her 
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perfect body and the soul melting smile she wore around her 
lips. 

“I’m really lucky to have you” Darius thought inwardly as he 
painted the love of his life in still memories. 

Johanna on the other hand took pleasure in staring at the love of 
her life as he did what he best knew how to “...except making 
love to me though” she thought and almost busted out into 
laughter when she thought about how silly it might actually 
sound if she did say it out loud. 

 As if Darius read her thoughts, his eyes locked in with 
hers and his mouth twitched a bit into somewhat like a half 
smile although his eyes were sparkling with passion as he 
looked at Johanna implying something more positive – he was 
completely drown in his thoughts. 

“Are you done yet?” her voice brought him back to life and 
cursing under his breath he had to finally admit to himself after 
probably a thousand times already that she was the only woman 
meant for him. 

“Give me a second to put in the last bits and then my lady, you 
can be free to come over and pay me handsomely as you 
promised.” With a smile broadly on his lips he looked at her, 
seeing the stained red cheek she wore he winked at her which 
made the redness glow even more. 

A minute later or thereabout he turned the portrait to Johanna 
“Finally I’m done my Princess.” 

All Johanna could utter between blazing eye balls filled with a 
whole new joy and total amusement was “WOW! You really are 
not from this Earth, I tell ya.” 
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CHAPTER TEN 

(ZAMUR) 

 The thick, lonely and dreadful forest surrounded along 
its edges by the gentle plains, Vard and not far off south, Mor 
Vadoum Kingdom; Zamur which derived its name as well as its 
dreadful definition from the very first Wizard to ever set foot 
into vard. The wizard DeZamuriane was believed to have 
travelled far off the east coast of the sea and on his endless 
journey he made himself to embark on but vanished completely 
on reaching the forest. Many creatures have thought to have 
come thereafter from the sea (covering the eastern borders of 
Vard and Mor Vadoum running far north into Rowen) in the 
search for DeZamuriane (some other relaters believe that there 
was more to his disappearance and his search for many 
centuries still) but on reaching Zamur never escaping its grip 
upon them. 

 Zamur and the tale of DeZamuriane were but a myth to 
the creatures of Mor vadoum until a few weeks ago when 
mysterious events occurred all with its course from within the 
dark, lonely forest. 

 Dezamuriane was actually on exile but unlike the 
common practised tradition, he chose his path himself after 
being stripped off his right due to influence and extreme power 
from his opposition; his right to become the high council chief, 
something he has been waiting for patiently for three centuries 
back in time. 

*  *  * 
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 Days have passed since the meeting of the high council 
and Draca was still having a hard time coming to accept Leo’s 
plans. 

“He is so not my son, Darius” 

“I can be strong headed but I know a stupid death when I see 
one” 

“Draca, please cool down” 

“Why should I; he is calling for his death; my two sons are 
calling for their deaths. I’m still very much alive and I intend 
for them to bury me and not the other way round” 

“...but I thought in Dragon chronicles, the Great Dragon King 
Draca was mummified and not so cheaply buried” a voice from 
behind brought the both head’s turning. 

“You this Insolent fool” was Draca’s first words to the visitor. 

“Sure I’m a fool but don’t deny you miss my silly ass” 

“You always come at the wrong time” 

“My mother didn’t leave me with Dana the fool for nothing” 
pausing, and then wearing a scornful face 

“Or did she?” 

Draca now smiling “Sure she did, that is why we are so much 
alike yet we are so different” 

“hahaa! Stop fancying yourself friend I’m on the more 
handsome scale here, even my king here could clearly point 
things out” directing his speech to Darius who has been 
carefully observing the august visitor. 
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It was obvious he had never seen him before and he knew all 
humans well enough especially those within the walls of Mor 
Vadoum and a few leagues beyond. He was about seven feet 
tall; tallest he had ever seen, he had thick, long and firm beards 
which were totally grey. They grew from his temples to almost 
his lower abdomen, it was well trimmed and styled, and so he 
didn’t look mentally imbalanced. He wore a white robe with 
flowers and puddings all over it serving as a decoration; 
although it looked very awkward, it had its own unique charm 
that somehow compelled Darius. 

“Darius, pardon me” between soft laughs “I know you don’t 
know him and your inquisitiveness I know is really chewing you 
up at the moment...” 

The visitor gave a soft whistling sound and a light cough that 
very much looked as if he was controlling himself from busting 
out all the laughs piled up in his chest 

“Come on, be serious for ones” Draca tried cautioning in-
between soft laughs he could not control 

“You would hate me my friend, besides I get too lonely out 
there”  

Darius now filled with questions to the tip of his tongue now 
spoke “Draca you were right, but first things first, who is he?” 
He then spoke addressing the visitor “pardon me, good day to 
you” 

“Apologies accepted Darius; you were livelier than these as I 
remembered, what really happened to you?” pausing to fake 
being pensive “Ah, yes! I remember now. By the way I’m 
DeZamuriane, I believe you did want to know me, now you do” 
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With eyes so wide they could bulge out with the slightest 
impact he said “DeZamuriane, the legend from across the 
borders of the Eastern seas?” 

DeZamuriane laughing softly because of Draca’s stare 
responded “yes it is me, but if I were you I will not believe 
totally all the stories heard, many were too fabricated to be my 
doing” 

“I can’t believe I’m standing with a timeless legend” Darius 
spoke absentmindedly “I just can’t believe it” 

“Darius, stop being such a little child here” Draca said smiling 
as he walked toward DeZamuriane and then giving him a nice 
warm hug “it has been ages old friend” 
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